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University student conceptual resources for understanding energy
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We report some of the common, prevalent conceptual resources that students used to reason about
energy, based on our analysis of written responses to questions given to 807 introductory physics students.
These resources include, for example, associating forms of energy with indicators, relating forces and
energy, and representing energy quantitatively. This research responds to a need for large-scale, resourcesoriented research on students’ conceptual understanding and has the potential to support the development
of an underexplored dimension of pedagogical content knowledge–knowledge of student resources for
understanding energy. Our aim is to promote instructor take-up of the resources theory of knowledge, and
we suggest a number of ways in which instructors might capitalize on the resources we report.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevPhysEducRes.12.010126

I. INTRODUCTION
Constructivist science education research, generally
speaking, takes as a premise that (a) learners have stores
of ideas about the physical world [1–7] and that (b) these
ideas affect future learning [8–11]. Although agreed upon
this premise, science education researchers have taken very
different stances toward the nature and structure of students’ intuitive knowledge. In particular, the misconceptions and resources theories of knowledge have informed
divergent research and instructional agendas. Table I summarizes these different stances, assumptions, and agendas.
While instructors and researchers need not ascribe to a
single theory of knowledge (and while there is variation
within researcher and instructor instantiations of these
theories of knowledge), misconceptions research has had
a more pronounced large-scale impact on the field of
physics education research. It has produced an abundance
of research delineating specific misconceptions (see, for
example, compilations by Duit and Driver [22,23,49]), a
host of curricula that aim to address common misunderstandings (e.g., [50,51]), and a cohort of instructors whose
learning goals are shaped by the stances and assumptions
of this theory of knowledge. The instructional impact of
resources research has been less pronounced at the large
scale, despite its potential to enhance students’ conceptual
understanding [52–60], provide opportunities for students
to engage in disciplinary practices [31,39,45,61–63], promote learner agency [63–67], and foster more equitable
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participation [65,68–73]. We suspect there are (at least)
two reasons that resources theory has not recognized its
potential impact:
(1) Limited large-scale research constrains buy-in to
practical viability of resources theory of knowledge.
Research about instruction that stems from the resources
theory of knowledge has tended to focus on specific
instances in which teachers notice and take up particular
“seeds of science” [32] in their students’ talk and action
[31,39,44,61,74,75]. In part because the resources theory
sees knowledge as flexible and dynamic—influenced by
and influencing the instructional context—researchers are
careful to avoid producing research that may lead to the
static characterization of groups of students [21,76,77].
Instead, they emphasize attending to the specific ideas
that emerge, in the moment, from classroom discourse.
However, in a field (such as physics) that highly values the
recurrence and reproducibility of results [78,79], buy-in to
the practical viability of the resources theory of knowledge
is limited in the absence of systematic, large-scale research
that (i) articulates specific, recurring resources that students
use during physics instruction and (ii) demonstrates the
(large-scale) effectiveness of instruction that builds on and
refines students’ intuitions.
(2) Lack of support limits instructional take-up of
resources theory of knowledge. Conceptualizations of
pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) [80–84]—which
includes knowledge of student ideas, knowledge of
topic-specific instructional strategies, and curricular
knowledge—are typically informed by the misconceptions
theory of knowledge, rather than the resources theory. For
example, researchers’ characterizations of the “knowledge
of student ideas” dimension of PCK emphasize common
student misunderstandings about specific topics (see, e.g.,
Refs. [85–87] in physics), rather than students’ productive
intuitions. Similarly, research-based curricula that are
available for teaching physics [50,51], tend to use
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Trends in stances, assumptions, and agendas of misconceptions and resources theories.
Misconceptions theory

Resources theory

Stance toward students’
intuitive thinking

Students’ intuitive knowledge is inconsistent
with scientifically accepted views and
represents a barrier to the development of
canonically correct understanding [12–19].

Students’ intuitive knowledge is consistent with
scientists’ views in some contexts, and represents a
foundation for the development of scientifically
sophisticated understanding [10,20,21].

Assumptions about the
structure of
knowledge

Student knowledge is rigid and coherent/
context-independent [20,22–24].

Student knowledge is dynamic and context-dependent
[4,21,25,26].

Research agenda

Researchers search for common, incorrect
patterns in student reasoning ([15,27,28],
e.g., [17,29]).

Researchers search for productive, potentially-useful
student ideas [30–33].

Instructional agenda

Instruction should elicit, confront, and resolve
misconceptions [15,16,24,27,34–38].

Instruction should build on and refine students’
intuitions [4,5,32,35,39–48].

instructional strategies more consistent with thinking of
students’ intuitive ideas as misconceptions (e.g., elicit,
confront, resolve).1 Knowledge of resources that students
commonly use to reason about specific physics topics,
instructional strategies that build on these resources, and
curricula that are consistent with the resources theory of
knowledge are viable starting places for instructional takeup of the resources theory of knowledge. Unfortunately,
there is very little in the way of research or curriculum that
would directly inform this take-up.2
Our paper responds to the need for instructor buy-in and
take-up of the resources theory of knowledge by (i) conducting systematic, large-scale research on the specific,
recurring conceptual resources that university physics
students use to reason about energy and by (ii) suggesting
instructional implications of our work that capitalize on
students’ intuitive understandings of energy. We seek to
answer the following research question:
What are some of the recurrent, prevalent conceptual
resources used by university physics students when
reasoning about energy?
To answer this question, we developed and administered
written questions about energy to more than 800 introductory physics students from six universities across the
United States. We analyzed their responses to these questions, seeking to discern patterns of resource use in student
reasoning about energy. In particular, we looked for
1
One notable exception to this is the Maryland Open-Source
Tutorials (see http://www2.physics.umd.edu/∼elby/CCLI/index
.html), which use “Elby pairs” [130] to refine students’ intuitions
about physics concepts.
2
Notable exceptions in science (that include some physics
examples) include Becoming a Responsive Science Teacher [46]
and the “Responsive Teaching in Science” website (see http://
cipstrends.sdsu.edu/responsiveteaching/index.html).

resources that we could frame as “seeds” of canonical
thinking, sophisticated reasoning, or scientific practices,
such that an instructor could conceivably build on these
ideas toward an instructional goal. We found that across
instructional contexts, students frequently
• accounted for energy transfers and transformations in
a scenario,
• associated (i) forms of energy with indicators and
(ii) changes in energy with indicators of change,
• related energy to forces or work,
• implicitly used the second law of thermodynamics
to reason about thermal energy transfer or energy
degradation, and
• quantitatively represented energy.
The structure of student knowledge, according to resources theory, is dynamic and context dependent [4,21,25,26],
such that a researcher or instructor should not expect a priori
for a resource activated in one context to be activated in
another. However, our claim that instructors can build on the
resources we report relies, in part, on the context independence of particular student resources. Our response to this
theoretical incongruity is twofold. First, the specific resources we report in this paper are ones that were activated
in multiple contexts—across questions that we asked, for
many students, in multiple different university courses. This
suggests that such resources are common and may be more
likely to be activated in a representative or average instructional context. Second, our primary goal in reporting student
resources for understanding energy is to foster instructor
attention to resources and to promote instructional practices
consistent with the resources theory of knowledge. The
intention is to enhance instructor awareness [77,88], rather
than to predict the fraction of student ideas that will fit into
any particular category, in which case the prevalence of a
given resource is less important.
We chose to study student resources for understanding
energy (rather than, for example, electricity or waves) for
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several reasons. Perhaps most importantly, energy is a
concept with multidisciplinary relevance; it is fundamental
to understandings of chemistry, biology, and physics,
cutting across concepts in each of these disciplines
[89–94]. In addition, although most of the existing literature on students’ ideas about energy focuses on misconceptions (see Sec. II), there have been some recent efforts in
identifying student resources for understanding energy. We
wish to add to this literature, hoping to create a critical mass
of research that can support instructors in building on
student ideas about energy. Finally, we wished to capitalize
on the collective expertise of our project team, comprised of
researchers who have studied student and teacher learning
about energy in multiple contexts [95–100].
II. EXISTING STUDIES OF STUDENT IDEAS
ABOUT ENERGY
Our study builds on the efforts of many researchers who
have investigated student ideas about energy. Some have
investigated these ideas in a more general way, looking
for what students commonly associate with energy or the
frameworks that students use for understanding energy
[101–108]. Other researchers have investigated student
understanding of particular facets of the energy concept,
such as gravitational energy [109,110], conservation
[111,112], or metaphors for energy [113–116]. Themes
in this literature include
• Students associate energy with human activity or with
animate objects [101,103,105,106,117–119]. Many
researchers report that students think of energy in
terms of human activities or as necessary for life.
Often, students list human activities (such as playing
sports, manual labor, or basic life functions) as
examples of energy. When asked to identify the
energy involved in scenarios that include humans,
some students focus on the energy associated with
the human and overlook the energy associated with
inanimate objects. This “anthropocentric/anthropomorphic” idea of energy is reported mainly in younger
populations, and there is some suggestion that students move away from this idea with age [107].
• Students associate energy with obvious activity, especially movement [101,106,107,117,118]. Some researchers have found that students associate energy
with obvious activity. Sometimes, students treat the
activity as the energy, rather than as an indicator of
energy.
• Students think of energy as a substance that flows
and transfers. Many report that students commonly
think of energy as a material or quasimaterial substance [33,101,107,113–118,120]. There is debate
over whether this particular idea is productive: some
argue that this idea is a misconception because energy
is not a material substance [121,122], while others

argue that this is a productive metaphor used not only
by learners but also by experts [2,114,115,123].
• Students treat energy as a fuel or stimulus
[101,105,107,108,113,117,124,125]. Many studies
have shown that students think of energy as a fuel
[105,119], as causing or necessary for activity or
observable change [115,117,118], or as a causal
ingredient [102,103,107]. Trumper describes this as
the “active deposit” framework, where students see
energy as an ingredient that catalyzes change, motion,
or action. A common manifestation of the idea of
energy as a fuel or stimulus is the association of
energy with technology or machines [104,106,124].
Some authors see the idea of energy as fuel as an
alternative framework or naive preconception
[101,119], while others argue that this is a productive
metaphor upon which a sophisticated understanding
of energy can be built [105,113,115].
• Students think of energy as used up, or they separate
everyday and scientific understandings of energy.
Many have written that students think of energy as
being used up rather than conserved [1,107,110,124].
Some researchers report that students often have two
modes for thinking about energy: one is the everyday
sense of the word, in which energy is thought of as
used up, as associated with human work, or as needing
to be guarded against waste (the colloquial sense of
“conserved”). The other is the scientific conception of
energy, in which the amount of energy in any closed
system is always conserved. Many of the studies
reporting these trends find that students are more
likely to rely on everyday definitions than scientific
ones [1,104,124,125].
• Students misunderstand or do not use the second law
of thermodynamics. Some researchers find that students do not use the second law of thermodynamics to
analyze physical scenarios [108,126]. For example,
Duit found that students do not mention energy
degradation when thinking about energy, and Vigeant
et al., report that students tend to explain inefficiencies
in thermodynamic systems with friction or lack of
insulation rather than the second law.
Much of the literature about these and other student ideas
about energy frames them as misconceptions—the authors
focus on what students do not understand about energy or
on which facets of the energy concept are particularly
difficult for students [109,110,116–118,127,128]. These
studies are often less concerned with what students do
understand, and they rarely unpack why a particular idea
might make sense to students or how these ideas might be
the beginnings of more sophisticated understandings.
Others, such as Watts, investigate students’ “alternative
frameworks” or “naive preconceptions” about energy
[101,103,104]. Unlike misconceptions researchers, these
researchers tend to discuss the ideas that students do have
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about energy in more depth and detail. Still, such research
tends to hold students’ ideas up against the canon and point
out how the ideas are different than the scientific concept.
Some have taken a neutral stance toward students’
energy ideas [104,106,115]. These researchers simply
articulate what students think without comparing their
ideas to a canonical understanding of energy or evaluating
how productive these ideas might be for developing such an
understanding.
Still others view students’ ideas as seeds of the scientific
concept of energy, or as resources from which to develop a
more sophisticated understanding. The resources perspective understands students’ ideas to be inherently sensible
and productive and argues that by encouraging investigation and sense making, teachers can foster growth in
students’ scientific ideas [105]. To our knowledge, the
majority of the literature that takes a resources stance
toward student ideas about energy reports instructional
strategies, representations, or tools that can tap into or act as
resources for students. For example, Trumper [102] reports
that students tend to think about energy either as a stimulus
that makes something happen or as a product of a process.
Although these are incomplete frameworks, Trumper
describes how these two student ideas can be combined
into a more complete, scientific idea. Daane [1,124] argues
that foregrounding the second law of thermodynamics in
instruction can act as a bridge between learners’ everyday
ideas about energy and the scientific concept of energy
(energy is conserved). Other researchers have investigated
the resources afforded by particular representations of
energy transfers and transformations [120,129].
In our study, we draw from and add to these different
ways of understanding students’ ideas about energy.
Misconceptions research has characterized a number of
ideas that students use when thinking about energy, but
only those that are scientifically inaccurate, “alternative,” or
confusing to students. Resources research has described
ways to frame instruction or instructional tools that tap into
students’ conceptual resources, but has only characterized
student thinking about energy for small samples of students, which limits buy-in in the recurrence-oriented
culture of physics. Using the tools of misconceptions
research and the perspective of the resources theory of
knowledge, we intend to promote instructor buy-in and
take-up of the resources theory of knowledge by reporting
the common, prevalent ideas used by students to reason
about energy.

a representative sample of university physics students, writ
large, we used a model of generalization “that emphasizes
how consistently” a pattern “reproduces across multiple
sources of heterogeneity” [78]. This model of generalization guided our research design: we sought patterns in
student reasoning that emerged in response to questions
that elicited reasoning about different facets of the energy
concept, among students from many different courses
across the United States. In other words, we intentionally
diversified our question contexts and our samples in order
to generate a data set that represents heterogeneity but
maintains the target phenomenon of university physics
student reasoning about energy.
Throughout our analysis, we used the resources
theoretical framework [6,21,26,130] described above. We
framed students’ reasoning as sensible and potentially
productive—as reasonably following from their own experiences. Our question design was informed by this lens: the
context for each question is linked to everyday experiences
such as carrying books or pushing boxes, because we
expected that these scenarios would provide access for
many different students. Similar to Hammer, Goldberg, and
Fargason [31], we chose questions that we expected “to be
generative of many productive possibilities,” and we felt
that this generativity, in part, lies in how accessibly students
can marshal their own experiences for sense-making
purposes. The resources theoretical framework also
informed our analysis: we looked for “seeds of science”
[32] embedded within students’ answers to our questions,
searching out possible starting places for understanding
important energy ideas. We developed an emergent coding
scheme, in part, so that our analytical categories would
reflect the resources that students were using in answering
our questions (as opposed to those we hoped or expected
them to use), reflecting our assumption that students bring
appropriate and productive ideas to their sense-making
about energy.
In the following sections, we lay out the specifics of our
research methods, including our question design and
validation, data collection, and data analysis techniques.
A. Question design and validation
For this study, we used a total of five conceptual
questions to probe students’ understanding of energy.

III. RESEARCH METHODS
In answering our research question, “What are some of
the recurrent, prevalent conceptual resources used by
university physics students when reasoning about energy?,”
we sought to make population-level claims—claims about
what an instructor might expect of (or see in) student
responses in an “average” physics course. In the absence of
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FIG. 2. Emily sprains her ankle question.

These questions were designed to be open ended, to
connect formal physics concepts to everyday experiences
such as pushing or carrying objects, and to encourage
students to show their thinking processes in addition to
their answers. The set of questions as a whole was intended
to elicit student ideas about multiple different facets of
the energy concept; our choice of five was motivated by
the range of ideas the questions were designed to elicit. The
David walks up stairs question (David question, Fig. 1) was

FIG. 3.

designed to elicit students’ ideas about the relationship
between work and changes in energy, and to display how
students translate scenarios into equations that they can
solve. The Emily sprains her ankle (Emily question, Fig. 2)
and the box on a spring (Fig. 3) questions were developed
to investigate student ideas about energy transfers and
transformations. The Bowling ball (Fig. 4) and Sarah
pushes a box (Fig. 5) free body diagram questions were
designed to elicit student ideas about the relationship

Box on a spring question.
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FIG. 4. Bowling ball free body diagram question.

between forces and energy. Possible answers for each
question are given in the Appendix.
This set of questions underwent an extensive design and
validation process, illustrated in Fig. 6 and described in
what follows. Originally, we developed a set of ten
questions to elicit specific aspects of students’ conceptual
understanding of energy, such as energy transfers and
transformations or the relationship between work and
changes in energy. We sent this original set of questions

FIG. 5.

to physics education research faculty at Seattle Pacific
University (SPU) for feedback on the clarity and face
validity [131] (i.e., faculty and researchers’ sense of
whether the questions would elicit the intended ideas about
energy) of each question. On the basis of this feedback, we
narrowed our sample of questions and clarified aspects of
the remaining questions. We then conducted validation
interviews with a convenience sample of eleven introductory physics students from Seattle Pacific University and

Sarah pushes a box free body diagram question.

FIG. 6.

Question design and validation process.
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C. Data collection

Number of validation interviews conducted for each

Bowling ball free body
diagram question

5

Together the five questions illustrated by Figs. 1–5 were
administered to 807 students at six universities. (See
Table III for the samples that received each question.)
The questions were included on in-class surveys, quizzes,
and tests, as well as homework assignments outside of
class. (See Table III for administration contexts and
incentives for participation.) For the most part, nearly all
of the students in each course responded to the questions
(see Table III), mitigating concerns of a skewed sample. In
all cases but one (Western Washington University), students completed the questions after all relevant energy
instruction.

Sarah pushes a box free body
diagram question

4

D. Data analysis

Number of students who
answered each question
in validation interviews

Question
David walks up stairs question
Emily sprains her ankle question
Story version
Diagram version
Box on a spring question
Story version
Diagram version

5
2
5
3
5

the University of Colorado-Boulder, for the purposes of
understanding how students interpreted our remaining
questions. (See Table II for the number of students who
answered each question in validation interviews.) On the
basis of these validation interviews, we further clarified the
wording of some of our questions, and we eliminated two
additional questions that we felt did not give us sufficient
insight into student thinking about energy. We divided our
final five questions into sets of two or three, and we sent
these pairs and trios to university faculty teaching introductory physics courses at Baylor University, DePaul
University, Penn State University–Greater Allegheny,
Seattle Pacific University, the University of Maryland,
and Western Washington University. These university
faculty conducted an additional face validity check before
giving the questions to their students. We learned at this
stage that some instructors would be administering our
questions in an online assignment, so we adapted two
questions (the Emily and box-on-a-spring questions) so that
instead of drawing diagrams representing energy transfers
and transformations in specific scenarios, students were
asked to write a short essay describing what happens to the
energy that is initially in a specified object in the system.
We then conducted additional validation interviews for
these essay versions of our original problems.
B. Sample
Participants in this study were students in introductory
algebra- and calculus-based physics courses at Baylor
University, DePaul University, Penn State University–
Greater Allegheny, Seattle Pacific University, the
University of Maryland, and Western Washington
University. Course sizes ranged from 30 to 278 students,
and the courses were comprised of mostly engineering,
physical sciences, and life sciences majors.

We began analyzing our data by developing emergent
coding schemes [132] for each question. Categories in
each coding scheme identified resources—or “seeds of
science”—that students were using to reason about energy.
All three of us individually developed a preliminary scheme
for each question by reading through a subset of student
responses and identifying productive beginnings of energy
ideas within. For example, in an original inspection of the
Emily question, Goodhew identified the following student
response as associating energy forms with indicators
(kinetic energy with motion): “Before the cold pack is
activated, the water has kinetic energy because it is a liquid,
where molecules freely slide around one another.” After
developing our own schemes for each question, we met to
collaboratively negotiate the final version of each coding
scheme, choosing to include those resources that appeared
on multiple individual lists and debating the inclusion of
those that were not.
Once we had developed coding schemes for all five
questions, we noticed significant overlap in the resources
students were using across questions, so we collapsed our
single-question coding schemes into a scheme for the
entire data set. Using this overarching scheme, Sabo and
Goodhew individually coded each student response. A
single student response was often given more than one code
to represent the full range of resources that a student was
using in their answer to a given question. After the entire
data set had been coded, Robertson compared the codes
that Sabo and Goodhew individually assigned to each
response, keeping only those codes that were assigned by
both, such that the final codes assigned to a single response
reflected 100% agreement between coders. From here, we
calculated the percentage of student responses that reflected
each resource. Because these percentages represent the
fraction of responses that two independent coders saw as
reflecting a given resource, they likely reflect an underestimate of what a single instructor might see in a similar
set of data.
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Samples that received each written question.

Question

University

Introductory
physics course

Pre- or
postinstruction

David walks up
stairs question

Baylor University

Algebra-based

Postinstruction

Penn State University–
Greater Allegheny

Calculus-based

Postinstruction

Western Washington
University

Calculus-based

Pre-instruction

Baylor University

Algebra-based

DePaul University
Penn State University–
Greater Allegheny

Algebra-based
Calculus-based

Emily sprains her
ankle question
Story version

Diagram version

Box on a spring
question
Story version
Diagram version

Bowling ball free
body diagram
question

Administration context
and incentive for
participation

Fraction of
course who
Sample participated
in study
size
N ¼ 125

90%

N ¼ 17

57%

N ¼ 229

98%

Post-instruction Graded online
homework
assignment
Postinstruction Graded in-class test
Postinstruction Online homework
assignment,
participation points
Postinstruction In-class written
assignment, extra
credit for completion

N ¼ 125

90%

N ¼ 47
N ¼ 17

100%
57%

N ¼ 52

68%

Calculus-based

Pre-instruction

N ¼ 229

98%

Physics for life
sciences

Postinstruction

N ¼ 278

100%

Seattle Pacific University Calculus-based

Postinstruction

N ¼ 55

76%

DePaul University

Algebra-based

Postinstruction

N ¼ 51

100%

Seattle Pacific University Algebra-based

Postinstruction

In-class written
N ¼ 52
assignment, extra
credit for completion
N ¼ 278
In-class written
assignment,
participation points
N ¼ 55
Written homework
assignment,
participation points

68%

Seattle Pacific University Algebra-based

Western Washington
University
University of Maryland

University of Maryland Physics for life
Sarah pushes a
sciences
box free body
diagram question
Seattle Pacific University Calculus-based

IV. COMMON, PREVALENT CONCEPTUAL
RESOURCES FOR UNDERSTANDING ENERGY
In this section, we report those resources that emerged
frequently, in multiple instructional contexts, and across
questions—i.e., the common, prevalent conceptual resources that introductory physics students used when reasoning
about energy. Because the majority of the students in our
samples responded to our questions after physics

Postinstruction

Postinstruction

Graded online
homework
assignment
Online homework
assignment,
participation points
Out-of-class pre-lab,
participation points

Out-of-class pre-lab,
participation points
In-class written
assignment,
participation points
Written homework
assignment,
participation points
Graded in-class quiz

100%

76%

instruction, we interpret these resources as those that
may be elicited by instructors during or after physics
instruction, as students are sense making or have sense
made about formal energy ideas. However, as we will see, a
number of these same resources emerged from student
responses at Western Washington University, which represent pre-instructional ideas, so it is possible that many of
these resources can be elicited and capitalized on at the
beginning of formal university physics instruction.
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Generally, we report resources that came up for at least
20% of the students in one context and emerged at some
other frequency in several more. To be clear, when we
report percentages of student responses that drew on each
resource, we do not mean to communicate that this is the
percentage of students who have this resource in any stable
sense of the word. Rather, the percentages reflect the
fraction of student responses that we interpreted as opportunities for instructors to build on a given resource in a
particular context.
As we will show, we found that students often
• accounted for energy transfers and transformations in
a scenario,
• associated forms of energy with indicators or changes
in energy with indicators of change,
• linked energy to forces or work,
• implicitly used the second law of thermodynamics
to reason about thermal energy transfer or energy
degradation, and
• represented energy quantitatively.
We unpack each of these resources and their manifestation in student responses in the following sections, and
we discuss how we see each one as the “raw material” out
of which more sophisticated and/or canonically correct
ideas might be built. We frame these raw materials as
“beginnings”—we do not expect these ideas to be fully
developed or canonically correct, and, in fact, we will see
that several are not, or are embedded in responses that
are canonically incorrect. The promise of instruction that

capitalizes on student ideas lies in the interaction between
students and instructors (or peers) who see these beginnings and build on or refine them—this vision is what we
are trying to enhance in reporting and illustrating these
resources.
A. Students account for energy transfers and
transformations in a scenario
These resources refer to students’ efforts to account for
gains, losses, and changes in the forms of energy present in
the scenarios in our questions. The two most common
variations in this resource included (i) tracking energy as it
moves through the system and (ii) accounting for the
energy at the beginning and end of the scenario. Each of
these variations represent an “in” to energy conservation:
even if students did not explicitly acknowledge that the
total amount of energy should be the same at the beginning
and end of the scenario (unless work was done), beginning
or end accounting can be a “way in” to thinking about
whether energy was lost or gained, and if so, how.
Likewise, describing the flow of energy through a sequence
of objects and instants may be a first step to accounting for
all of the energy transfers and transformations that occur
during some process. By tracking the energy present at
multiple instants, students are (perhaps implicitly)
acknowledging that energy “moves” through different
locations and manifestations, which is an important part
of the conservation principle [107,113–115,129].

FIG. 7. Example student response for “students track energy as it moves through a system” (box on a spring question, Seattle Pacific
University calculus-based physics).
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the ice pack on her ankle there is a transfer of thermal
energy from the pack to her ankle. Total energy is
always conserved but some energy is lost due to heat.”
(Emily question, Baylor University)

FIG. 8. Example student response for “students track energy as
it moves through a system” (bowling ball free body diagram
question, DePaul University).

1. Variations in student use of resource
Students track energy as it moves through a system.—
These student responses link a series of observable events
with the energy involved, by either describing several
sequential energy transfers and/or transformations or
describing the forms and locations of the energy present
at several instants in time. Figures 7 and 8 and the quote
below illustrate this category:
“The energy that is initially in the cold pack is potential
energy. This energy is converted to thermal energy when
the chemicals are released. This energy now creates a
loss of heat making the ice pack cold. When she places

In each of these examples, students describe or depict
(i) the energy at multiple instants in time or (ii) transfers
and transformations across moments in time. The responses
represented by the typed quote and by Fig. 8 talk about the
conversion or transformation of energy from one form to
another; the responses in Figs. 7 and 8 represent the fraction
of the (constant) total amount of energy that is indicated by
each form; and the response in Fig. 8 shows where the
energy in the system is located at two different instants in
time. These responses—and others given this code—may
not represent complete or canonically correct descriptions
of the energy in the system at any given moment (e.g., they
may not describe every transfer or transformation of
energy). However, in each of these responses we see
students following energy through the scenario, which
we see as a necessary first step to the conservation of
energy.
Students account for the energy at the beginning and end
of the scenario.—We gave the “beginning-end accounting”
code to student responses that both (a) described the forms
of energy present at the beginning of the scenario and then
(b) described how those forms transferred to different
locations or transformed into different forms by the end
of the scenario. These responses may not have explicitly
articulated that the amount of energy is the same at the
beginning and the end, but language describing how one
form of energy becomes another can provide an “in” for
instructors to bring up energy conservation. While

FIG. 9. Example student response for “students account for the energy at the beginning and end of the scenario” (Emily question,
Seattle Pacific University algebra-based physics).
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FIG. 10. Example student response for “students account for the energy at the beginning and end of the scenario” (Sarah pushes a box
free body diagram question, Seattle Pacific University calculus-based physics).

students’ responses rarely included quantitative information, they tended to indicate that the energy at the beginning
of the scenario became the energy at the end of the scenario,
suggesting that students may have been thinking of a
constant amount of energy that is transferred or transformed. The examples in Figs. 9 and 10 and in the quote
below illustrate this category:
“The net work done on an object is equal to the change
in the object’s kinetic energy. I would also like to think
about how at the beginning, at the bottom of the stairs,
the box has no gravitational potential energy. At the top
of the stairs, the box will have a gravitational potential
energy of the mass times gravity times the height. So we
would need to know the mass of the box and its final
height. With this in mind, I would say that the gravitational potential energy is how much energy David
gave to the box as he carried them up the stairs.” (David
question, Baylor University)
In each of these sample responses, the student indicates
either what kinds of energy were present at the beginning
and end of the scenario (Figs. 9 and 10), or describes the
change in a form of energy from the beginning to end of the
scenario (typed response).
2. Prevalence of resource
Table IV lists the percentages of responses in each
sample that reflected this resource. The first row depicts
the percentages of responses that were coded with any
resource that accounted for energy changes, including
tracking and beginning-end accounting, as well as explicitly citing the conservation of energy principle or identifying a source of energy. The second and third rows list
percentages for the two most common variations of the
resource (tracking and beginning-end accounting).
As can be seen in the table, “energy accounting”
resources came up in student responses from every

university and in response to every question: 83% of
student responses in one context (Emily question,
DePaul University)—and more than 20% in many
others—were coded with at least one energy accounting
resource. We notice that these resources were less prevalent
in responses to the David question, perhaps because this
was the only question that did not explicitly ask students to
describe energy transfers and transformations.
3. Discussion and implications for instruction
Much of the existing literature on student ideas about
energy suggests that the concept of energy conservation is
difficult for students. For example, several report that
learners tend to think that energy is used up, rather than
conserved [107,110,118,124]. Others report that students
have trouble interpreting or applying the idea of conservation of energy [133] or that students do not use the concept
of energy conservation to solve problems or analyze
systems [107,108,111]. However, we find that the college
introductory physics students in our study do account for
energy transfers and transformations in a number of energy
scenarios, which we consider to be consistent with—or at
least the beginning of—the conservation of energy principle, even if students may not explicitly cite this principle or
use canonically correct language. In this sense, we argue
for a reframing of the finding that students often do not
conserve energy; we consider their ideas productive beginnings, rather than problematic endpoints.
We propose that instructors can build on these energy
accounting resources by encouraging students to account
for energy transfers and transformations and/or apparent
gains or losses in energy. This practice might be promoted
by using energy tracking representations such as those
described in the literature [120,129,134,135], or simply by
asking students to describe energy transfers and transformations as we did in our free body diagram and story
questions.
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27%
1%
8%
20%
7%
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13%
10%
0%
38%
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39%

60%
20%
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67%
73%
38%
73%

8%
2%
6%
0%
Account for the energy
at the beginning and
end of a scenario

0%

0%

0%

21%
68%
23%
2%
Track energy as it moves
through a system

0%

1%

29%

40%
83%
41%
47%
3%
0%
11%

Sarah FBD question
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B. Students associate (i) forms of energy with indicators
and (ii) changes in energy with indicators of change
1. Description of resource
This code was given whenever student responses linked
physical indicators in the scenario (e.g., light, temperature,
sound) to energy forms or changes in energy. For example,
“… David definitely gives the books energy because
they change position.” (David question, Baylor
University)
“…if the box is moving it must have some amount of
kinetic motion.” (box on a spring question, Western
Washington University)
“Chemical Potential [to] Thermal—popping the button
caused the temperature to change. Thermal transferred
to air—the ice pack got cold so thermal energy had
to leave the system to decrease temperature.” (Emily
question, DePaul)
In these examples, students used observable evidence—
such as motion or a change in position or temperature—to
justify their claims about the presence of or changes in
energy throughout the system.
2. Prevalence of resource

Account for energy
transfers & transformations in a scenario

WWU
(N ¼ 229)
SPU algebraBaylor
PSU
WWU
Baylor
PSU
DePaul based physics
(N ¼ 125) (N ¼ 17) (N ¼ 229) (N ¼ 125) (N ¼ 17) (N ¼ 47)
(N ¼ 52)

Bowling ball FBD
question
David question

Emily story question

Box on a
Emily diagrams spring story Box on a spring diagrams
question
question
question

Percentages of responses that used “energy accounting” resources.
TABLE IV.

SPU calculusSPU algebraSPU calculusUMd
based physics DePaul based physics
UMd
based physics
(N ¼ 278) (N ¼ 55)
(N ¼ 51) (N ¼ 52)
(N ¼ 278) (N ¼ 55)
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Table V lists the percentages of student responses for
each sample that reflected this resource. We see that this
resource emerged in student responses to every question
and from almost every sample; it was also reported in
interviews and classroom dialogue among elementary and
secondary students in Radoff et al. [105] and Harrer et al.
[33]. As many as 73% of responses in our sample (box on
a spring question, Seattle Pacific University calculusbased physics) associated forms with indicators and
changes in energy with indicators of change. Again, here,
this resource was less prevalent in response to the David
question, perhaps because this question did not focus
students’ attention on evidence for energy transfers and
transformations.
3. Discussion and implications for instruction
Associating forms with indicators and changes in energy
with indicators of change can be productive in several ways.
Indicators can link energy, an abstract concept, with students’
concrete experiences and intuitions. Students who link
forms and indicators make inferences based on what they
have observed—an important scientific practice—and their
responses reflect an appropriate understanding of the nature
of energy. Further, identifying indicators of energy forms or
changes can be the first step to tracking the flow of energy
through a system. In these senses, we reframe the literature’s
characterization of “associating energy with [only] motion or
other obvious activities” [101,106,107,117,118]; rather than
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7%
34%
35%
37%
73%

considering this an “alternative framework,” as the literature
often does, we see these ideas as a productive “in” for thinking
about the nature and presence of energy. Our interpretation
is corroborated by the analysis of Harrer et al. [33], who
also reframe Watts’ alternative frameworks as productive
resources.
Literature on students’ (and teachers’) ideas about energy
implies several ways in which instructors might build on
this conceptual resource. For example, representations for
tracking energy through a system [120,129,134,135] may
encourage students to draw on this resource in order to
determine when and where energy transfers and transformations occur. Energy bar graphs [90,114] enforce the
identification of forms of energy at particular instants;
pairing such representations with requests for evidence
for the presence of each form of energy may also encourage
students to associate forms with indicators.

52%
57%
52%

This code was generally given to student responses that
reflected the beginnings of a conceptual link between
energy and forces or work. This came up in a number
of different ways: Some students directly associated forces
with energy transfers and transformations. Others attributed
the presence of specific energy forms to specific forces.
Still others linked energy and work by defining the latter as
a change in or transfer of energy; recognized that energy
transfers at contact; or identified chemical energy as the
starting place for doing work.

47%
47%
59%
10%
0%
7%

Emily story question
David question
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C. Students relate energy to forces and/or work

Associate forms with
indicators or changes
in energy with
indicators of change

Sarah FBD question
Bowling ball FBD
question
Box on a
spring
story
Box on a spring diagrams
question
question
Emily
diagrams
question

Percentages of responses that associated forms with indicators and changes in energy with indicators of change.
TABLE V.

SPU algebraSPU calculusSPU algebraSPU calculusBaylor
PSU
WWU
Baylor
PSU
DePaul based physics
WWU
UMd
based physics DePaul based physics
UMd
based physics
(N ¼ 125) (N ¼ 17) (N ¼ 229) (N ¼ 125) (N ¼ 17) (N ¼ 47) (N ¼ 52)
(N ¼ 229) (N ¼ 278) (N ¼ 55) (N ¼ 51) (N ¼ 52) (N ¼ 278) (N ¼ 55)
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1. Variations in student use of resource
Students associate forces with energy transfers and
transformations.—Several responses that received the
“associating forces with energy transfers and/or transformations” code linked forces to energy transfers or
transformations causally, specifically stating that a change
in energy occurred because of the application of a force.
For other responses that received this code, the association
was less overt; e.g., students said that an energy transfer
happened when a force was applied, rather than linking
them causally. For example,
“…The mechanism for the transfer [of gravitational
energy] relies on gravity’s force on the box, displacing
the spring and increasing the tension force that is stored
within the spring” (box on a spring question, Seattle
Pacific University calculus-based physics)
“Sarah put energy into pushing the box that transfers to
kinetic energy…Sarah causes movement meaning potential energy is being transferred to kinetic energy…
The force of Sarah on the box relates to the PE to KE
transfer.” (Sarah pushes a box free body diagram
question, University of Maryland)
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“The force of gravity is related to the transfer of
potential energy to kinetic energy.” (bowling ball free
body diagram question, DePaul)
Although not necessarily canonically correct, these sample
responses do link forces with changes in energy. The first
attributes the change in gravitational energy to the gravitational force that changes the spring’s position (resulting in
a transfer of energy to the spring); the second relates the
force that Sarah exerts on the box to the transfer of energy
from her to the box; and the third associates the gravitational force with a particular energy transformation. In each
of these responses, we see opportunities for instructors to
dig deeper into the relationship between forces and energy,
and springboards from which students may build a robust
understanding of various mechanisms of energy transfer.
Students associate forces with the presence of particular
forms of energy.—Student responses that received this code
linked the presence of (rather than a change in) a specific
form of energy with a particular force that was being
applied to the system. These responses used the force as an
indicator of a particular kind of energy. However, this code
differs from “associating forms with indicators” because
the force is not an observable quantity (such as temperature
or brightness) related to the object that “has” energy. For
example:
“The force due to friction [caused by the bowling ball as
a result of contact with the floor] is related to the heat
(joules) given off (i.e., the work energy transforming into
heat energy) as it moves across the floor.” (bowling ball
free body diagram question, DePaul)
“[There is] ESP [spring energy] because the spring is
being stretched and ETh [thermal energy] because of the
drag in the air.” (box on a spring question, Seattle
Pacific University calculus-based physics)
“…The force of friction relates directly to thermal E.”
(Sarah pushes a box free body diagram question,
University of Maryland)
In each of these sample responses, we see students
connecting a force that they know is being exerted and a
type of energy that they either observe or infer: frictional
forces and heat or thermal energy (all three responses), and
spring forces and elastic potential energy (second). Ideas
such as these could serve as “seeds” of more sophisticated
ideas like associating forces with energy transfers or
transformations.
Students define work as a change in or transfer of
energy.—Responses that received this code related changes
in energy or transfers of energy to work. Some also
recognized that the work done on an object was related
to the dot product of the force and the displacement of the
object. For example:

“[To figure out the energy David gives to the books,] I
would figure out the force exerted on the books by gravity
and the force it takes to push the books the distance of the
stairs in a frictionless environment then I would add the
values together and convert newtons to joules.” (David
question, Western Washington University)
“[My evidence for the transfers and transformations of
energy in my diagram are:] U_G: Gravitational potential decreases because the spring and the box are falling
toward the floor…E_S: Spring energy increases as the
spring and box fall because the spring is being stretched
out…[The mechanisms for these transfers and transformations include:] As the box falls, it performs spring
work on the spring, since the spring must stretch as the
box falls to the ground…[and] the Earth does mechanical work on the box.” (box on a spring question, Seattle
Pacific University calculus-based physics)
“KE is transferred from Sarah to the box because work
is being done on the box which is indicated by the box
moving…The forces on the free body diagram show how
the energy is being transferred. Sarah is putting force on
the box (doing work) which transfers the KE from her
body to the box in order to give the box some velocity.”
(Sarah pushes a box free body diagram question,
University of Maryland)
In each of these examples, students say that work is
either equal to the change in energy (e.g., first response) or
is the mechanism for energy change (second and third
responses).
Students recognize that energy transfers at contact.—We
identified this resource in responses stating that energy
transferred when two objects were in contact with one
another. The examples below and in Fig. 11 illustrate this
resource:
“[There is an increase in spring energy because] the
spring is being pulled out of equilibrium, so it gains

FIG. 11. Example student response for “students recognize that
energy transfers at contact” (bowling ball free body diagram
question, DePaul).
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Recognize that work done
by humans is fueled by a
chemical energy source.

0%

0%
1%
4%
2%
1%
0%
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Recognize that energy
transfers at contact.

1%

4%

0%

15%

6%

<1%

0%

18%
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0%
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Define work as a change
in/transfer of energy.

18%

47%
25%
8%
20%
<1%
0%
0%
Associate forces with the
presence of particular
forms of energy

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

<1%

2%

16%
20%
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12%
35%
37%
27%
2%
0%
0%
1%
0%

1%

87%
67%
31%
65%
47%
43%
40%
10%
17%
0%

Emily
diagrams
question
Emily story question

6%
30%
18%

0%

Table VI depicts the percentages of student responses for
each sample that reflected each variation in this resource.
We see from Table VI that student responses that related
energy to forces or work were common in the box on a
spring, bowling ball free body diagram, and Sarah free
body diagram questions. The resource emerged in student
responses to every question, albeit not at every school.
Students most frequently associated forces with energy
transfers and transformations when asked to list

Associate forces with
energy transfers or
transformations

2. Prevalence of resource

11%

In these examples, students say that chemical energy makes
it possible for muscles to move and thus for a person to
push or lift a box. In these cases and others, students treat
chemical energy as the starting place for the work humans
do, implicitly (or explicitly) invoking the principle of
conservation of energy.

David question

“He is giving the books potential gravity energy by
converting his food energy into movement… You would
need to know the calories he used to move up the
stairs and hold the box.” (David question, Western
Washington University)

TABLE VI.

“The body uses chemical energy which produces muscle
motion and heat. The force of the person pushing
against the box causes it to move… The chemical
potential and the spring potential both cause the
extension (arm and spring respectively) which in turn
applies a force on the box.” (Sarah pushes a box
free body diagram question, Seattle Pacific University
calculus-based physics)

Percentages of responses that used resources in the forces or energy or work cluster.

In responses such as these, we see students thinking about
how energy transfers between objects. Though there is
more to the mechanism of energy transfer at contact than
simply that the objects are touching, we see these ideas as
starting places for thinking about the first law of thermodynamics—in particular, macroscopic energy transfers
through work or microscopic transfers of kinetic energy
(i.e., heat).
Students recognize that work done by humans is fueled
by a chemical energy source.—Responses received this
code when they indicated that chemical energy is a source
for the work done or forces exerted by humans. For
example:

Box on a
spring
story
Box on a spring diagrams
question
question

Bowling ball FBD
question

“When she places the ice pack on her ankle there is a
transfer of thermal energy from the pack to her
ankle….it transferred the heat via touch and the heat
diffused between the two membranes.” (Emily question,
Baylor University)

Relate forces to energy or
work

Sarah FBD question

energy…[The mechanism that caused this increase is
the] contact force, because the block is pulling it”
(box on a spring question, Seattle Pacific University
calculus-based physics)

SPU
calculusSPU algebraSPU calculusSPU algebrabased physics
Baylor
PSU
WWU
Baylor
PSU
DePaul based physics
WWU
UMd
based physics DePaul based physics
UMd
(N ¼ 125) (N ¼ 17) (N ¼ 229) (N ¼ 125) (N ¼ 17) (N ¼ 47) (N ¼ 52)
(N ¼ 229) (N ¼ 278) (N ¼ 55) (N ¼ 51) (N ¼ 52) (N ¼ 278) (N ¼ 55)
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mechanisms for the latter, and students most frequently
associated forces with specific types of energy in cases
where friction and air resistance were salient.
3. Discussion and implications for instruction
There are many ways in which these ideas could be
productive. Most directly, students who associate forces
with energy transfers or transformations and those who
associate work with changes in energy recognize (implicitly or explicitly) that forces or work are mechanisms for
energy transfer and transformation. Associating forces
with particular forms of energy can be thought of as a
“beginning” of associating forces with energy transfers or
transformations or associating forms with indicators.
The pursuit of causal mechanistic accounts is central to
scientific analysis [32,46,48,74], and “richly scientific
depictions of the energy dynamics of a system or
scenario include mechanisms for energy transfer and
transformation” [98].
Associating forces or work with energy transfer and
transformation may be a “way in” to energy conservation.
For example, defining work as a change in energy may be a
first step in understanding the movement of energy from
one location to another. Likewise, treating chemical energy
as a starting place for doing work recognizes that energy
had to “come from” somewhere. Associating forces or
work with energy transfers may also be a starting place for
thinking about situations in which the total energy of a
system is not constant.
Some of these same resources may also be “ways in” to
more quantitative representations of the conservation of
energy, such as the work-energy theorem or the first law of
thermodynamics. Whereas other researchers report difficulties that students have in applying the work-energy
theorem to physical situations [127,133] and in relating
work to a change in energy [111], we find that students in
our sample use these ideas frequently and fluidly. Students
in our sample also recognize other definitions of work, such
as the dependency of work on force and displacement.
Further, students who state that energy transfers at contact
are implicitly invoking the first law of thermodynamics,
in which energy transfers through heating (macroscopic
conduction or microscopic collisions) and working (macroscopic contact).
Instructors might build on these ideas by attending to
opportunities to introduce energy conservation, the workenergy theorem, the second law of thermodynamics, or
mechanistic accounts of energy as these ideas emerge in the
natural flow of classroom activity. Instructors may also elicit
these ideas by asking students to make explicit connections
between force and energy representations, or by introducing
representations that enforce the identification of mechanisms
for energy transfers and transformations, such as Energy
Tracking Representations [120,134,135].

D. Students implicitly use the second
law of thermodynamics
Student responses often reflected the implicit use of
the second law of thermodynamics. This took two primary
forms: student ideas (i) about energy loss, degradation, and
spreading, or (ii) about the flow of thermal energy from hot
to cold objects.
1. Variations in student use of resource
Students recognize that energy can be lost as thermal
energy or sound or that energy spreads.—Students often
accounted for energy losses by describing transformation
into and transfer of thermal energy. We gave the “energy
degradation” code to responses that stated that thermal
energy is lost, released, dissipated, dispersed, or other
similar language; we did not give this code to responses that
described transformations into thermal energy without
indicating that energy was “lost.” Examples of student
responses that received the “degradation” code include:
“The one thing I do know about energy is that energy is
conserved. And whatever energy that is put into the
system (the book and David) can never be lost but given
off as thermal energy or sound…” (David question,
Baylor University)
“…chemical energy is changed to kinetic energy in the
bowling ball. As the ball is being lowered, some of that
kinetic energy leaves the ball and is lost to the air as
thermal energy.” (bowling ball free body diagram
question, DePaul)
“Sarah uses chemical energy to push the box and give it
KE, which is lost to the molecules in the floor as thermal
energy.” (Sarah pushes a box free body diagram
question, University of Maryland)
In each of these sample responses, students treat the
scenarios in question as dissipative, often connecting
apparent energy losses to transformations of energy into
thermal or sound. In the first response, the student clarifies
that the energy of the system stays the same unless there is
some dissipative process at work; and in the second and
third responses, the student acknowledges the dissipative
forces at play—including air resistance and friction—in the
particular scenarios they have been asked to analyze.
Students acknowledge that thermal energy flows from
higher to lower concentrations until thermal equilibrium is
reached.—We assigned this code to responses that showed
students specifically thinking about the flow of thermal
energy from areas of high temperature to areas of low
temperature. This included responses that (a) described
thermal energy or heat flowing from warmer objects to
colder objects, (b) implied a sense of “wanting to reach
equilibrium,” either saying that the energy flow between
objects stops when they are the same temperature or saying
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that energy will move because the system is not at
equilibrium, or (c) explained that temperature differences
cause conduction. For example:
“The transfer will surely [occur] because the second
law of thermodynamics will be applied. The heat will
flow from swollen ankle (body temperature) to the ice
pack (temperature close to 0 C).” (Emily question,
DePaul)

0%

0%
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0%

“Heat transfers to colder objects. Since the ice pack is
colder than Emily’s ankle, the heat will travel towards
the bag until it reaches equilibrium.” (Emily question,
Seattle Pacific University algebra-based physics)
“Heat is transferred from Sarah to the box because she
is touching it and she is most likely warmer than the
box.” (Sarah pushes a box free body diagram question,
University of Maryland)

0%
0%
4%
Acknowledge that energy flows from
hot to cold until thermal equilibrium
is reached.

6%

32%

42%

0%

0%

4%
18%
0%
2%
6%
2%
Recognize that energy can be lost as
thermal or sound/energy spreads.

0%

11%

0%

4%

20%

4%
19%
0%
2%
6%
Implicitly use the second law of
thermodynamics

7%

6%

40%

42%

4%

20%

SPU calculusbased physics
(N ¼ 55)
DePaul SPU algebra-based
UMd
(N ¼ 51) physics (N ¼ 52) (N ¼ 278)
UMd
(N ¼ 278)
WWU
(N ¼ 229)
Baylor
PSU
DePaul SPU algebra-based
(N ¼ 125) (N ¼ 17) (N ¼ 47) physics (N ¼ 52)

Bowling ball FBD question
Box on a spring diagrams
question
Box on a spring
story question
Emily diagrams
question
Emily story question

Percentages of responses that used resources in the implicit second law cluster.
TABLE VII.

SPU calculusbased physics
(N ¼ 55)

Sarah FBD question
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“Initially, the energy is dormant. I’m assuming this
would be potential energy. After popping the button, the
potential energy transforms into a chemical energy
making the cold pack change temperature. Once Emily
places the cold pack on her ankle, higher energy will
move to lower energy. Thus, the ankle will lose energy
and the cold pack will gain energy.” (Emily question,
Penn State Greater Allegheny)
In these examples, students show that they understand
that the flow of energy is directional, and all of them
attribute directionality to differences in temperature or
energy concentration, both important aspects of the second
law of thermodynamics. Some responses (e.g., the second
response above) used the idea of equilibrium to indicate
that there is a point when the energy will stop flowing.
2. Prevalence of resource
Table VII lists the percentages of responses that used
one of the two variations described above. Responses from
every university for almost all questions (except the David

FIG. 12. Example student response for “students quantify
relative amounts of energy” (bowling ball free body diagram
question, DePaul).
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FIG. 13. Example student response for “students quantify relative amounts of energy” (box on a spring question, Seattle Pacific
University calculus-based physics).

question) received codes in the “implicit second law”
cluster; resources of this kind were also prevalent in
dialogue among teachers, reported by Daane et al. [1].
As many as 20% of the responses in our sample (bowling
ball free body diagram question, DePaul) reflect the
“energy degradation” code, even for those questions that
did not specifically mention thermal energy. Ideas about
heat flowing from hot to cold or reaching thermal equilibrium primarily emerged in the Emily questions, where as
many as 42% of responses received that code.
3. Discussion and implications for instruction
Some have found that students misunderstand or overlook the second law of thermodynamics [108,126].
However, we find that students often use ideas or principles
that connect to or are implications of the second law of
thermodynamics. For example, the idea that thermal energy
spreads or moves towards equilibrium is a consequence of
the second law: because entropy tends to increase, energy
moves from areas of higher concentration to areas of lower
concentration until equilibrium is reached.
To capitalize on these ideas as a resource for understanding the second law of thermodynamics, instructors
might encourage students to extend this thinking to other
scenarios in which energy seems to be lost. Instructors
can support students in refining these ideas toward a
more sophisticated understanding of the second law by
asking students to explain why thermal energy is lost to
the environment, why thermal energy moves from
warmer to cooler objects, or why a system “wants to be
in equilibrium.”
Further, some literature suggests that ideas about thermal
energy loss and spreading can be a resource for understanding the canonical concept of energy conservation.
Understanding that energy in a system can be “lost” to the
surroundings and that thermal energy spreads can serve as a
bridge between a popular understanding of energy, where
energy is used up, and a scientific understanding of energy
in which energy is always conserved [1,104,124]. In fact,
Solomon [112] recommends beginning the topic of conservation with degradation in order to avoid implying that
conservation means that energy cannot leave a system.

E. Students quantitatively represent energy scenarios
Although our questions did not include any numerical
values, some students used equations to reason about the
energy present in a particular scenario. When responses (i)
identified the dependency of a particular form of energy on
particular variables or (ii) compared the relative amounts of
energy in two different instants, we gave them this code.
1. Variations in student use of resource
Students identify the dependency of particular forms on
particular variables.—Responses received this code when
they identified the dependency of a particular form of
energy on particular variables.3 For example, students
related gravitational potential energy to mass, acceleration
due to gravity, and height; kinetic energy to mass and
speed; and spring potential energy to the spring constant
and displacement of the spring. Examples of student
responses that were coded this way include:
“PE gravity ¼ m  g  h, so change in PEgrav−box
would be dependent on change in h. Since the mass
of the box and its acceleration due to gravity is constant,
a shorter distance to the ground would mean less
PE.” (box on a spring question, Western Washington
University)
“To find the energy David gives the books, you would
need to know the mass of the books, the initial and final
velocity of the books, and the height the books were
carried. The amount of energy that the books have at the
bottom of the stairs is equal to the amount of energy that
the books have at the top of the stairs, so using the
equations mgh1 þ ½mv21 ¼ mgh2 þ ½mv22 . So total energy does not change throughout the situation, but there
could be a change in potential and kinetic energy
3

Originally, we also included instances in which students
identified the dependency of work on force and displacement
in this code. However, we found upon careful look that most
students were doing so in the service of relating work to changes
in energy. Thus, we moved “identifying the dependency of work
on force and distance” to the forces, energy, and work cluster
(Sec. IV C).
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29%
6%
8%
8%
5%
0%
0%
Quantify relative
amounts of energy

0%

8%

<1%

67%

4%
3%
8%
4%
9%
10%
6%
0%
35%
55%
Identify dependency of
particular forms on
particular variables

24%

36%
8%
15%
14%
76%
14%

SPU calculusSPU algebraSPU calculusbased physics
UMd
based physics DePaul based physics
WWU
UMd
(N ¼ 55)
(N ¼ 52)
(N ¼ 278)
(N ¼ 55)
(N ¼ 51)
(N ¼ 229) (N ¼ 278)

7%
8%
24%
35%
56%

Table VIII lists the percentages of student responses for
each sample that reflected this resource. Students quantified
energy in one way or another for every question we asked
in this study. This resource was most prevalent in the David
question, where between ¼ and over ½ of students’

Quantitatively represent
energy scenarios

2. Prevalence of resource

David question

In these examples, students recognize that the total amount
of energy (second response)—or the amount of a particular
form of energy (first and third responses)—depends on the
values for particular indicators. They use the relative
quantities of these indicators to interpret the scenario,
especially in situations in which the amount of a particular
form of energy doesn’t change (e.g., first and third
responses).
Students quantify relative amounts of energy.—We gave
this code to student responses that compared the relative
amounts of energy from one instant to another or compared
the amounts of different types of energy in single instants.
Some responses kept the total amount of energy constant,
while others focused on how one type of energy changed
through the scenario. Almost all instances in which
students used diagrammatic representations of energy
received this code, as illustrated by the examples in
Figs. 12–14.
In representing energy as units (Fig. 12), as bars that
represent relative values (Fig. 13), or as a point on a line
(Fig. 14), these example responses indicate at least the
beginning stages of thinking about energy as something
that can be described as a numerical quantity. Such
diagrams also show that students are thinking about
changes in the total quantity of energy in the system—
or changes in the relative quantities of different forms of
energy—as the scenario evolves.

TABLE VIII.

“If the velocity is constant, the KE will not change
because KE ¼ ½mv2 .” (Sarah pushes a box free body
diagram question, University of Maryland)

Percentages of responses that used resources in the quantitatively representing scenario cluster.

depending on the specific variables.” (David question,
Baylor University)

Box on a
Emily diagrams spring story Box on a spring diagrams
question
question
question

Bowling ball FBD
question

FIG. 14. Example student response for “students quantify
relative amounts of energy” (Emily question, Seattle Pacific
University algebra-based physics).

SPU algebrabased physics
Baylor
PSU
WWU
(N ¼ 52)
(N ¼ 125) (N ¼ 17) (N ¼ 229)

Sarah FBD question
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responses identified the dependency of particular forms of
energy on specific variables.
3. Discussion and implications for instruction
In these responses, we see instances in which students
are identifying the appropriate indicators for particular
forms of energy, such as movement or velocity for kinetic
energy and height for gravitational energy. Similar to
associating forms with indicators and changes in energy
with indicators of change, students recognize that energy is
tied to observable quantities, such that all of the affordances
we lay out in Sec. IV B 3 also apply here. Further, students
in this category go beyond qualitatively associating forms
with indicators; they also recognize that more indicator
means more energy. Some researchers report that students
associate energy only with moving or living things
[101,106,107,117,118]; however, in our study we find that
students associate energy with not just movement or life but
also mass, height, acceleration due to gravity, the spring
constant, and displacement of springs.
Students who use these resources are on their way to (or
are already) translating a physical scenario into a set of
equations that would allow them to make predictions about
the behavior of a system, an important scientific practice.
Instructors might build on these resources in the ways we
describe in Sec. IV B 3, and they may press students to
extend their use of some of those more qualitative energy
representations (e.g., Energy Bar Charts) to depict relative
quantities of energy.
V. LIMITATIONS
The resources we report in the previous section represent
common, prevalent patterns in student responses; each one
is reflected in at least 20% of the responses in a single
context (i.e., a particular question at a single school)
and some other frequency in multiple others. Although
we expect that the question matters—and we see that
different questions elicit individual resources at different
frequency—we believe that these resources can be elicited
in multiple contexts, such that an instructor can expect to
see them emerge at some appreciable frequency in an
“average” introductory physics course.
However, we acknowledge that there are a number of
limitations to our analysis. In particular, the generalizability
of our study is limited by our inability to determine the
representativeness of our sample. However, this concern is
mitigated by (i) the recurrence of our results across courses
and question contexts, and (ii) our sampling method, which
ensured that the majority of the students in each course
answered our questions. Further, and perhaps most importantly, our primary aim is to foster an awareness of the
resources that students may bring to their thinking about
energy—we mean to offer example resources and to show
that there are many opportunities to take up these example

resources in student thinking about energy. It is not our
intent to prove that these are the resources that will come up
in every classroom.
Though we have provided general suggestions for
building on the resources we identified, we expect
that the specific instantiations of these resources will be
idiosyncratic, such that it is difficult to provide specific
guidance for responding to a particular resource in a given
moment. We consider this both a limitation and an asset. It
may limit the usefulness of our work for instructors who
want this kind of guidance, but it recognizes the crucial role
of context in instructor decision-making: we want instructors to make decisions that are appropriate for their local
contexts; we would not wish to provide prescriptive
guidance to instructors in this way. Case studies on
classrooms in which the teacher attends and responds
to the “seeds of science” in student thinking
[31,39,44,46,75,136–138] can supplement our work by
providing detailed accounts of how teachers might take up
and pursue student ideas in the natural flow of classroom
activity.
Like any research that draws on written responses,
we are limited to making claims based on the information
that students provide in their responses. We are unable
to ask students to clarify or elaborate on their ideas,
and so our coding necessarily reflects our best efforts to
infer what individual students mean. We made efforts to
mitigate this limitation by creating an emergent coding
scheme, based on student responses, rather than imposing
an external scheme that reflects what we expected or
wanted to see. Our coding method also required that the
first two authors independently agree on each code a
response received, reducing the subjectivity of our interpretations [78,139].
We acknowledge that we do not show that these ideas are
productive, in the sense that they will necessarily lead to a
more sophisticated understanding of energy, even with
instructional support. This is beyond the scope of this
exploratory work. However, the breadth of literature about
instruction that attends to and builds on student thinking
[31,32,39,44,46,140] supports our sense that these ideas
can be productive, with appropriate attention and support,
as do case studies [34,98] that describe the evolution of
ideas commonly thought of as misconceptions or misontologies into sophisticated understandings of physics.
VI. DISCUSSION
This study seeks to contribute to university physics
instructors’ pedagogical content knowledge and to their
buy-in to the resources theory of knowledge by answering
the question: What are some of the recurrent, prevalent
conceptual resources used by university physics students
when reasoning about energy? In our analysis of more than
800 student responses from six different US universities,
we found that students often
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• accounted for energy transfers and transformations in
a scenario,
• associated (i) forms of energy with indicators and (ii)
changes in energy with indicators of change,
• related energy to forces and work,
• used ideas consistent with the second law of thermodynamics, and
• quantified the energy in specific scenarios.
The prevalence and commonality of these resources across
contexts leads us to believe that these same ideas may come
up in many instructional contexts, and thus that instructors
may expect to have opportunities to capitalize on them.
Although we expect these resources to come up in an
“average” instructional context, we do not mean to suggest
that instructors use our categories to “bin” student ideas in
the moment. Rather, we mean to encourage instructors to
identify when students are using productive ideas, generally
speaking, and to build on them; we suggest that our
categories might serve as a springboard that can evolve
on the basis of the particulars of a given instructional context.
We resonate with the following quote from Donmoyer [77]:
“To be sure, research with large samples can provide
clinicians with some idea of a certain strategy’s probability for success—it can make teachers and researchers more informed gamblers, in other words—but even
this advantage has a downside. Researchers’ ideal types
can easily become stereotypes…, and stereotypes, when
applied to individuals, can easily become self-fulfilling
prophecies… For example, findings that poor children
will probably have reading difficulties may cause
teachers and administrators to behave in ways that will
actually create reading difficulties for particular poor
children (Heath, 1982). Thus, for practitioners concerned with individuals, not aggregates, research can
never be generalizable in the sense suggested by
Thorndike. Research can only function as a heuristic;
it can suggest possibilities but never dictate action.”
Further, we found that students drew on many of these
resources in a single response to a single question: most
student responses received several different codes. For this
reason, it is likely that there will be more opportunities for
instructors to take up students’ ideas than is logistically
possible; we suggest that instructors use their professional
expertise to determine which student ideas to pursue.
We saw in many cases that these resources were not
canonically correct, or were embedded in student responses
that were canonically incorrect. However, in identifying
resources, we do not expect students’ ideas to be canonically correct; we expect their ideas to contain “seeds” that
instructors can build on to support students in developing a
more sophisticated understanding of energy. While some of
these resources are further from their fully formed canonical counterpart than others, we see all of them as “ways in”
for instructors to develop their students’ ideas. In fact, some

of the resources that we found have been classified as
misconceptions; we reframe these as possible beginnings.
Our goal in doing this work has been less theoretical, and
more about potential instructional impact. However, we do
feel that our work contributes to theory in an important
way. In particular, resources researchers have been reticent
to conduct large-N studies or to make claims about the
reproducibility of resources, in part because of the nature of
the cognitive structure of resources and in part to avoid
encouraging instructors to “bin” students. Our finding that
specific resources recur across instructional contexts is
certainly not precluded by resources theory; it is completely
plausible that a single resource or network of resources may
be activated in multiple contexts [21,26,130]. Our demonstration that this is not only plausible but does happen–and
at relatively coarse grain sizes–offers a methodological
bridge between misconceptions and resources research. We
can conduct large-N research to understand the common,
prevalent resources students use and remain authentically
committed to the ways in which we want to impact
instruction (i.e., in an awareness or attention kind of
way), as we have done here. Which brings us to our next
point: while our study has identified some of the conceptual
resources about energy that students may use, it is certainly
not a comprehensive list. We encourage other researchers to
conduct similar research in other domains, to expand
instructors’ repertoires beyond the context of energy.
Finally, we would like to extend our work to include
preinstructional ideas about energy and other domains. As
we say earlier, the majority of our data came from postinstructional contexts. This choice was pragmatic: many of
the instructors who participated in our study were reluctant
to ask students to respond to questions about energy before it
was discussed in their courses. Other analyses suggest that
the timing of conceptual questions does not affect student
performance [141]; however, this may not be true for
resources-oriented work, especially given our assumption
that the context will affect which resources are activated.
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APPENDIX: SAMPLE SOLUTIONS
TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS
Here we present a set of possible solutions to the David
walks up stairs, Emily sprains her ankle, box on a spring,
bowling ball free body diagram, and Sarah pushes a box
free body diagram questions. To be clear, these questions
were designed to have multiple possible “correct” answers
and to draw on students’ everyday experiences, so we do
not consider our answers to be the only or even the best
possible solutions. These are intended as a starting place for
readers who are interested in our ways of understanding
energy, forces, and work as they relate to these questions.
Possible solution to the David walks up stairs question:
If we assume that the books start and end at rest
(ΔKE ¼ 0) and that the change in thermal energy of the
books (due to heating from David or friction from the air) is
negligible, then the gravitational potential energy of the
books is the only form of energy that changes as David
carries them up the stairs. We know that the gravitational
potential energy of the books4 at any point is equal to the
product of their mass, the acceleration due to gravity, and
the height of the books, so ΔE ¼ ΔGPE ¼ ΔðmghÞ. Since
the only one of these quantities that changes in this scenario
is the height, then ΔE ¼ mgΔh, and we would need to
know the mass of the books and the change in their height
to figure out how much energy David gave them.
Possible solution to the Emily sprains her ankle question:
Essay (story version): When the button is popped, the
chemicals that were in the button mix with the chemicals in
the ice pack, and this initiates a chemical reaction. During
the chemical reaction, thermal energy in the cold pack
transforms into chemical energy in the cold pack, and the
cold pack gets colder (T → C). When Emily places the
cold pack on her ankle, thermal energy transfers from
Emily’s ankle to the cold pack; this thermal energy may
also be transformed into chemical energy as the chemical
reaction continues (T → T → C). (Some thermal energy
also transfers from the air to the cold pack and from Emily’s
ankle to the air, but these are less central to this story.)
Diagram (diagram version): In Fig. 15, boxes represent
objects, letters represent units of energy (T indicates
thermal energy and C indicates chemical energy), and
arrows represent energy transfers or transformations.

FIG. 15. Diagram depicting energy transfers and transformations in the Emily sprains her ankle question.

Evidence that each transfer or transformation has
occurred:
• Evidence for the transformation of thermal energy to
chemical energy in cold pack: Cold pack gets colder as
the reaction proceeds, and the cold pack is not in
contact with another object at a lower temperature.
• Evidence for transfer of thermal energy from Emily’s
foot to ice pack: Emily’s foot gets colder and the ice
pack gets warmer.
Mechanism for each transfer or transformation:
• Transformation of thermal energy to chemical energy
in cold pack: Endothermic chemical reaction, because
an endothermic chemical reaction “uses” energy, and I
know the thermal energy in the ice pack has to go
somewhere.
• Transfer of thermal energy between objects: Conduction, because conduction happens when two objects at
different temperatures are in contact.
Possible solution to the box on a spring question:
Essay (story question): Assume that the box is released
at rest from its equilibrium point (i.e., the point at which the
spring is neither stretched nor compressed), such that the
box and the spring start with no kinetic or elastic potential
energy. If we ignore thermal processes, we can also ignore
any thermal energy present in the box or spring.
Since the box and the center of mass of the spring start at
some height greater than zero, they both begin with some
gravitational potential energy. As the box and the spring
fall, they move, transforming their gravitational potential
energy into kinetic energy. The movement of the spring
stretches it, transforming its kinetic energy into elastic
potential energy. As the box moves and the spring stretches,
the spring exerts a force on the box opposite its direction of

4

Throughout these solutions, we refer to the gravitational
energy “of the box” or “in the spring,” though we acknowledge
that the gravitational energy is actually in the box-Earth or springEarth system. We explain these simplifying assumptions in more
detail elsewhere. (See Ref. [135].)

FIG. 16. Diagram depicting energy transfers and transformations in the box on a spring question.
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FIG. 17. Free body diagram for the bowling ball in the bowling
ball free body diagram question.

FIG. 18. Diagram depicting energy transfers and transformations in the bowling ball free body diagram question.

motion, so the spring does negative work on the box; thus,
the box transfers kinetic energy to the spring.
Diagram (diagram question): In Fig. 16, boxes represent
objects, letters represent units of energy (G indicates
gravitational potential energy, K indicates kinetic energy,
and E indicates elastic potential energy), and arrows
represent energy transfers or transformations.
Evidence that each transfer or transformation has
occurred:
• Evidence for the transformation of gravitational to
kinetic energy in the box and spring: The box and the
spring change height via movement. The box and
spring speed up (increase their KE) as they fall
(decrease their GPE).
• Evidence for the transfer of kinetic energy from the
box to the spring: The box does work on the spring to
stretch it (i.e., move its center of mass).
• Evidence for the transformation of kinetic to elastic
potential energy in the spring: The spring stretches
because it is moving.
Mechanism for each transfer or transformation:
• Transformation of gravitational to kinetic energy in
the box and spring: Falling.
• Transfer of kinetic energy from the box to the spring:
Mechanical work.
• Transformation of kinetic to elastic potential energy in
the spring: Stretching.

FIG. 19. Free body diagram for the box in the Sarah pushes a
box free body diagram question.

FIG. 20. Diagram depicting energy transfers and transformations in the Sarah pushes a box free body diagram question.

bowling ball, and the only noncontact force on the ball is
the weight force (the ball is on Earth, is not magnetic, and is
not charged nor experiencing electrostatic attraction). As
illustrated by Fig. 17, the magnitude of the weight force
(W BE ) is equal to the magnitude of the normal force exerted
by Taylor (N BT ) by Newton’s second law: the acceleration
of the ball is zero since the ball is moving at constant speed.
Diagram showing energy transfers and transformations
among and within objects in the scenario: In Fig. 18, boxes
represent objects, letters represent units of energy (T
indicates thermal energy, K indicates kinetic energy, and
G indicates gravitational energy), and arrows represent
energy transfers or transformations.
(Chemical energy in Taylor may transform into kinetic
and/or thermal energy via metabolism or movement of
Taylor’s arm, but these processes are less central to
this story.)
Evidence that each transfer or transformation has
occurred:
• G → K: ball lowers via movement
• K → K: ball does work on hand as it moves
• K → T: kinetic energy turns to thermal energy via
dissipative processes

Possible solution to the bowling ball free body diagram
question:

Relationship between forces and energy: The normal
force on the ball by Taylor—opposite the direction of
motion of the ball—corresponds to the transfer of kinetic
energy from the ball to Taylor. (One way to think about
this is by imagining the corresponding force in the third law
pair—the force on Taylor by the ball in the direction of
motion. Contact forces are mechanisms of energy transfer.)
The weight force on the ball by the Earth corresponds to the
transformation of gravitational to kinetic energy in the ball.

Free body diagram for bowling ball as it is being
lowered: Taylor is the only object in contact with the

Possible solution to the Sarah pushes a box free body
diagram question:

For justifications of these mechanisms, see my evidence
that each transfer or transformation has occurred.
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Evidence that each transfer or transformation has
occurred:
• C → K: Sarah’s body moves via muscle contractions
• K → K: Sarah does work on the box as it moves;
the box does work on floor as it moves (via frictional force)
• K → T: kinetic energy turns to thermal energy via
dissipative processes

Free body diagram for box as it is being pushed: The
box is in contact with Sarah, who pushes it, and the floor,
which exerts both an upward normal force and a friction
force that opposes the direction of motion of the box; these
forces are depicted in the free body diagram for the box in
Fig. 19. Because the box moves at constant speed on the
flat (horizontal) floor, the magnitudes of the horizontal
forces must be equal, as are the magnitudes of the vertical
forces, by Newton’s second law.
Diagram showing energy transfers and transformations
among and within objects in the scenario: In Fig. 20, boxes
represent objects, letters represent units of energy (C
indicates chemical energy, T indicates thermal energy,
and K indicates kinetic energy), and arrows represent
energy transfers or transformations. (Chemical energy in
Sarah may transform into kinetic and/or thermal energy via
metabolism or Sarah’s movement, but these processes are
less central to this story.)

Relationship between forces and energy: The two
horizontal forces in the free body diagram are associated
with the kinetic energy transfers between Sarah and
the box and between the box and the floor. Because the
force by Sarah on the box is in the direction of motion,
Sarah does work on the box, transferring energy to it; and
because the force of friction opposes the motion, the box
does work on the floor, transferring energy away from
the box.
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